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Most students' first exposure to solving N linear equations in N unknowns occurred in high
school algebra. At first you dealt with simple dimensionless numerical equations such as

4x + 2y = -2

9.7:4-3;// = 6

One approach is to solve the first equation for y as a function of x, use that to eliminate y
from the second equation, then solve that for x. Once one has x one can substitute it back
into the first equation to find y.

4.t + 2y = -2 -» y = -2x - 1

9.7; + 2>y = 6 -> 9.7: + 3(~2z - 1) = 6 -> x = 3

Ax + 2y = -2 -> 12 + 2y = -2 -> y = -7

Another approach is to multiply each equation by a different number to arrive at identical
coefficients of one of the variables, then subtract one of the two resulting equations from the
other to find an expression which contains only the other variable.

3(4.T + 2y) = 3(-2) -> 12.t + 6</=-6

2(9x + 3y) = 2(6) -> 18z*% = 12
6.t = 18 -> 18a; + 6y =12 -> x = 3

4.x- + 2y = -2 -> 12 + 2y = -2 -* y = -7

Three linear equations in three unknowns can be handled in the same way, except with more
iterations. Eliminate one variable to obtain two equations in two unknowns, then proceed
as above. V/

Next, you had to deal with the dreaded "word problems" where the dimensionless variables
were replaced with physical ones: let £_be the age of a father and s be the age of his son; or
let n be the number of nickels, d the number of dimes and q the number of quarters; or let
7*1 be the flow in gallons per minute from the first pipe and r2 be the flow from the second
pipe. The difficulty was not solving the equations (it was assumed you could do that), but
finding the correct equations to solve. You have seen this type of problem most recently on
the Math Diagnostic Exam for Physics. Of course there is an advantage here in that you can
check whether your answer is reasonable: the son can't be older than his father, the numbers
of each coin must be integers, and the flows from the pipes can't be negative (unless they
are drains).












































































































































































































































































































